COURSES THAT AUTOMATICALLY MEET THE WRITING REQUIREMENT

Paper required and no faculty approval needed. Course must be taken for a grade.

Ec 980  All junior seminars
[Ec 1053] Understanding Altruism
Ec 1058 F  Experimental Economics
[Ec 1080] Great Theorems of Microeconomic Theory
[Ec 1150] Data Analysis: A Project Class
Ec 1310 S  The Economy of China
[Ec 1341] The Historical Origins of Middle Eastern Development
[Ec 1356] Economics of Work and Family
[Ec 1357] Historical Perspectives on Economic Ascendancy
Ec 1389 S  Economics of Global Health
Ec 1400 F  The Future of Globalization: Issues, Actors, and Decisions
[Ec 1425] Political Economics
Ec 1432 F  Economics of European Integration
[Ec 1450r] Religion and Political Economy
Ec 1490 F  Growth and Crisis in the World Economy
[Ec 1530] International Monetary Economics
Ec 1759 S  Financial System and the Central Bank
[Ec 1815] Social Problems of the American Economy
Ec 1818 S  Economics of Discontinuous Change
[Ec 1820] Education Reform in America

COURSES THAT OPTIONALLY MEET THE WRITING REQUIREMENT

To receive writing credit for the following courses, students must complete additional work beyond the basic course requirements. This work will vary from course to course; consult the instructor for specifics. The course must be taken for a letter grade to receive writing credit.

[Ec 1018] Cultural Economics
[Ec 1034] Networks
[Ec 1060] Firms, Contracts, Financial Structure
[Ec 1070] Normative Economics
Ec 1410 F  Public Economics: Designing Government Policy
Ec 1420 F  American Economic Policy
[Ec 1620] Industry Structure, Strategy, and Public Policy
[Ec 1642] Advanced Industrial IO
[Ec 1776] Religion and the Rise of Capitalism
[Ec 1816] Race in America
EMR 20  The Business and Politics of Health
*HIS 1067 F  An Introduction to the History of Economic Thought

Unbracketed courses are being offered during the 2016-17 school year. Bracketed courses have historically been offered and may be offered again in future years.

*History 1067 (formerly 1967) offers a writing requirement option but does NOT count for economics elective credit.